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Abstract. Complex scientific applications need vast computational resources and are therefore
increasingly used in a distributed computing environment. Popular grid-projects often have unfavourable requirements such as root-permission and they require essential changes to the application
leading to solutions, which strongly depend on the architecture and thus are poorly portable. Therefore we developed W2GRID, a lightweight remote-procedure-call based perl infrastructure, which
’attaches’ grid-capabilities to otherwise unchanged programs. This approach is more likely to be
accepted by users and developers than embedding middleware function-calls and the associated libraries directly into the source-code. The ’plugin-technology’ used by W2GRID supports a high
portability with respect to the architecture (namely operating-system and job-submission) and allows
to treat computing resources in a highly abstract way. The applications are ’wrapped’ by dedicated
interface scripts, the so called ’application-plugins’. Since the original code remains unchanged, it
can also be run without W2GRID. In this paper we explain how this approach works for WIEN2k,
which is a software program for material science calculations, already licensed to more than thousand groups worldwide.

1. Introduction
1.1. Lightweight solutions
At present only a few groups operate and fully exploit powerful computer systems on their own.
The hardware of a typical scientist is usually a mixture of workplace PC’s and accounts on shared
resources, which have in common some UNIX/LINUX type operating system. Apart from that, the
resources can be completely different in terms of hardware, platfom and job submission scheme. In
addition the scientists often have only user-permissions, which forces them to use the resources as
they are and to limit their demands to the most basic items of distributed computing. Otherwise they
must accept the fact, that a specific computing resource cannot be used.
Many of the big and popular Grid-middleware projects [1, 2] come with severe disadvantages in terms
of required permissions (mostly root), additional software and proficiency for their mostly not trivial
installation. Additionally the user will have to cope with poor documentation and a frequent change
in paradigms, which makes it difficult to rely on any of these standards. Such ’heavyweight’ solutions
triggered a plea for lightweight approaches [3] and led to actual implementation of lightweight middleware [4, 5], which are governed by the need, that the installation and operation should be possible
with user permissions, minimal requirements, little effort and no need for additional software [6], thus
it shall be portable, modular in design and well documented [7].
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1.2. Portability
There is yet no standard grid-infrastructure, which can be assumed to exist everywhere. Thus distributed-computing routines should not be included directly into the application code, because this
would cause the resulting code to depend on the infrastructure. Instead, the application should only
be wrapped and thus linked to middleware. Both, the middleware as well as this application-specific
code, which wraps an application (e.g. WIEN2k) need to be portable. Hence, the challenge is to treat
the operating-system and the job-submission in an abstract way.
1.3. W2GRID
There are many scientific applications like WIEN2k, which do not need the sophisticated features of
a global-scale project [8], but can already perform efficiently, provided some (portable) tools for an
automated resource-selection, file-transfer and job-submission [9] can be used. Since available middleware is not lightweight and independent from the job-submission at the same time, we developed
W2GRID, a lightweight perl-middleware, whose basic concepts are briefly described below. Further
details will be given elsewhere [10] or are covered in the usersguide [11].
1.3.1. Infrastructure
W2GRID is intended to be a standalone middleware without third-party dependencies. It is based on
the client/server infrastructure [12], that is built of two main daemon-processes illustrated in Fig. 1.
The only requirements for its installation are a user-account with interactive access, a C-compiler,
Perl-interpreter and the C-shell. The user must have the permission to run daemon processes. Required is only a single port and no other than standard-tools and libraries. A GridServer has to be

Figure 1. The W2GRID daemons
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installed on every host (e.g. on the frontend of a managed cluster 5 1 or on every desktop 6 , 7 ). It
serves as the user’s gateway to the remote resources. All tasks will be executed on the user’s behalf
and hence have his permissions. In the contrary only a single GridClient 2 is needed, which is usually installed on the user’s local desktop. It keeps track of the (numerous) GridServers 1 and makes
the infrastructure transparent to the user [13], who can interact with the daemon using a commandlineinterface 3 . The infrastructure does not come with a GUI2 4 yet. However it is possible to use the
commandline-interface in batch-mode and thereby create a (e.g. web-) interface.
1.3.2. RPC commands
Remote-procedure-call (RPC [14]) mechanisms have been studied extensively and found to be powerful abstractions for distributed computing [15]. W2GRID uses RPC and calls them ’commands’, which
have the same functionalities like a typical Unix/Linux shell-command with flags, options and documentation. The communication is synchronous, which implies, that the client-stub is blocked until the
remote command is finished. For better reading a ’command’ has been enveloped with curly braces.
A GridServer-{command}S is labelled with a subscript ’s’, whereas a GridClient-{command}C is
labelled with a subscript ’c’.
1.3.3. Jobs
Since W2GRID cannot react immediately to events, it needs to check regularly for an indication 3 of
this event. For this purpose W2GRID supports a certain type of background processes, which are
comparable to ’cron-jobs’ and are simply referred to as ’jobs’. The jobs are registered in a special
table (the ’job-registry’) and associated with a certain target-date. A control-process will iteratively
check this table in intervals of 60 seconds (default) and execute all jobs, whose target-date is already
passed. A workflow for running a calculation will need both, an RPC command and a job. The
command - invoked by the user - will submit the calculation, whereas the job regularly checks if the
generated process still exists. Such an approach is reliable, yet it adds a certain but constant overhead
of at most a few minutes to the workflow, which will not be significant for realistic tasks.
1.3.4. Core and Plugins
The key property of W2GRID is portability, which is achieved by separating the code into a part, that
is independent of the architecture (the core) and a number of libraries (plugins). Plugins are available
for all architecture dependent issues, such as the operating-system, the job-submission, connection
and the file-transfer. The actual architecture-dependent mechanism is buried in the plugin (e.g. ’qsub’
for job-submission on ’PBS’) and will not be invoked directly from any routine outside, instead the
process is mapped to an abstract function (e.g. exec submit for the job-submission). The actual
implementation of this abstracted function depends on the applied plugin and will invoke the desired
mechanisms. The code, which uses this abstract function remains independent and will be portable to
any architecture.
The ’application-plugin’ makes use of the same technology for a given software. It represents an
application-specific set of commands, jobs and tools. In order to use a software like WIEN2k on
W2GRID, such a plugin needs to be developed.
1 see

Fig. 1, label 5
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indication of a finished calculation is the fact, that the associated processID has vanished from the process-table
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2. WIEN2k
2.1. Scientific context
Materials science often requires the knowledge of the electronic structure, from which various properties can be derived [16]. WIEN2k is a program package [17], which uses density functional theory
(DFT) to calculate the electronic structure of a given solid. In a quantum mechanical treatment the
interacting electrons and nuclei can be represented by a series of one-electron Schrödinger-like (so
called Kohn-Sham) partial differential equations
1
(1)
[− ∇2i +Vi ]Ψi = εi Ψi .
2
which are solved iteratively in so called self-consistent-field (SCF) cycles. A specific calculation
is referred to as a ’CASE’ (e.g. ’graphite’). It is usually characterized by the crystal-structure and
special settings defined in various input-files for the particular calculation. In the naming convention
of WIEN2k, this CASE-name is used for the directory-name, which contains all data. Additionally
all important input- and output-files are named after the CASE, only the file-extension will define
their content and purpose (e.g. the file ’CASE.struct’ contains the lattice, the atomic positions and the
crystal symmetry).
2.2. WIEN2k workflows
The application consists of a set of independent Fortran programs, linked by C-shell scripts, which
directly represent the workflow of an SCF calculation. Apart from the most frequently used example
illustrated in Fig. 2, there are half a dozen other workflows, which are basically modifications or
extensions of the one presented. The cycle as the basic principle remains the same. The left-hand

Figure 2. Sample workflow of a self-consistent cycle (SCF) of WIEN2k

side represents a single-mode run. Different executables are invoked sequentially, and the output of
one process is usually the input of the next one. The computation time for the whole SCF calculation can range from a few seconds to several hours depending on the input. The average fraction of
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computation-time for individual executables is given right to the boxes (*). The most time-consuming
processes can be split into independent chunks and run in parallel (right-hand side). For details see [9].
W2GRID will treat a workflow as an entity and not try to break it up. Instead it will attach to the
given interfaces (files and programs) and invoke/steer the application in a non-invasive way. The
purpose of the application-plugin (described in section 3) is to simplify running WIEN2k-jobs on
the user’s computing resources. While the process of setting up a CASE remains unchanged, all the
computational tasks, namely the selection of the best computing-resources, the file-transfer, the jobsubmission, the regular checks of the running job as well as the back-transfer of the results will be
done by W2GRID. To be capable of providing these functionalities, the plugin needs a list of interfaces in order to interact with the application and a useful model for estimating the required resources.
WIEN2k must already be pre-installed on the host.
2.3. Interfaces
W2GRID represents a non-invasive approach of distributed computing and can therefore only use the
same mechanisms as the user for interacting with an application. The most important of the given
user-interfaces are itemized and explained below:
• migrate lapw -show :(csh-script) Provides a list of CASE-related INPUT or OUTPUT files.
The output is subdivided into ’default’, ’optional’ and ’append’. Files of the latter type grow
constantly and allow W2GRID to fetch only the newest chunks for refreshing it on the client-side
instead of transferring the whole file again and again.
• run lapw [FLAGS] [OPTIONS] :(several csh-scripts) These programs contain the workflows
as shown in Fig. 2. The most basic one is ’run lapw’, but there exist half a dozen others. The
flags and options will not be explained in this paper. The processID of these scripts are used to
identify the actual calculation.
• .machines :(data-file) Contains a list of machines, which will run executables like LAPW1 4 in
parallel. The power of each machine is characterized by a weight for load distribution. Such a
file has to be generated by W2GRID.
• .stop : (command-file) If present, the workflow will be stopped after the last step of the current
iteration. Since there are several processes invoked by ’run lapw’, it is reasonable to leave the
proper termination to WIEN2k to avoid leftover processes.
• input-files CASE.in* : (data-files) contain the calculation-parameters5 .
• x lapw1 -nmat only: retrieves the MATRIX size M, which is essential for estimating the
calculation-time and the memory-requirement (see below).
2.4. Memory requirement
The estimation of the required memory allows to pre-select the list of hosts by the given ’static’ hostparameters. The maximum memory consumption by the LAPW1 executable, the most demanding of
4 LAPW2,
5 mostly

LAPWDM or LAPWSO
for the desired precision
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all single Fortran executables and hence being the most prominent workflow-element, can be obtained
with equation 2. The symbols are explained in Table 1.
(
1 real, (inversion)
2
(2)
size = M · 8 · c · (bytes)
c=
2 complex, (no inversion),
The size of the actual CASE must not exceed 80% of the static total memory of a host (or the nodes
of a cluster), otherwise this GridServer must be omitted.
2.5. Analytic performance model
The computational effort is more difficult to obtain, since numerical methods are only poorly accessible to analytic approaches. Therefore an exact solution is not possible. On the other hand it is also not
necessary, since W2GRID needs only an approximate estimation of the order of magnitude for making
a proper decision on the required computing resources. The intrinsic constraints shall be listed below.
• The time-estimation for a single iteration of an SCF calculation can more easily be done than
an estimation of the number of cycles, which depends on the desired accuracy as well as on the
already achieved accuracy6 .
• A single iteration employs numeric methods and thus cannot be timed precisely. Each CASE
is unique. The general approach of the given performance model can never fully satisfy all
inspected cases.
• The total-runtime consists of several intependent FORTRAN executables (see Fig. 2), of which
’LAPW1’ consumes most of the time, whereas the contribution of the others can be estimated
by adding a constant fraction. Our performance-model will only calculate the runtime of
’LAPW1’, according to eq. 6 (see below).
• The actual runtime is machine-dependent, due to the many floating-point- and I/O operations,
whose performance is abstracted by two numbers: A constant machine-speed f supplied once
during installation of W2GRID and a tuning factor g, which results from an automatic selfbenchmarking and is refined with every completed SCF calculation on the GridServer. Also the
compilation can cause a gain or loss of performance, which cannot be covered by an analytic
performance model (e.g. 32bit vs. 64bit executables).
’LAPW1’ sets up and solves a generalized eigenvalue problem. There are three major contributions
to the runtime: Setting up the Hamiltonian matrix (HAMILT; equation 3), adding the non spherical potential terms to this matrix (HNS; equation 4) and diagonalizing it (DIAG; equation 5). The
executable writes the statistics of the individual time-consumptions to the file ’CASE.output1’.

6 An

already converged calculation, which is run again with higher accuracy, usually needs few iterations
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symbol

purpose

origin

nat
number of atoms
from ’CASE.struct’
M
matrix-size
x lapw1 -nmat only
nLM
angular momentum contributions
from ’CASE.vns’
α, β and γ
fitting parameters
fit from sample cases
k
number of k-points
from ’CASE.klist’
f
nominal machine-speed
W2GRID (installation)
g
correction factor for the speed
WIEN2k-plugin (adaptive)
c
constant: 1 (real) or 3.2 (complex)
from the symmetry
tLAPW 1
total runtime of LAPW1
equation 5
Table 1. Symbols used for equations 3-6

tHAMILT = α · nat · M 2 · c
tHNS = β · nat ·

25 +

nLM
nat

25

· M2 · c

(3)
(4)

tDIAG = γ · M 3 · c

(5)

tLAPW 1 = f · g · k · (tHAMILT + tHNS + tDIAG )

(6)

To obtain the total runtime of an SCF calculation, the result of equation 6 will be increased by +40%
to account for other executables and multiplied by 20, an average number of iterations to reach selfconsistency.
Data have been gathered from 73 historic CASES of real material science-studies, which have been
re-run in single-mode on a 32bit Intel Pentium 4, 2.53 GHz equipped with 2GB RAM. The nominal
speed ( f ) for this host was set to 520 by W2GRID and the correction factor was ignored (g = 1). A
least-square fit yielded the following parameters.
f itting − parameter
result
α
2.6 · 10−5
β
7.7 · 10−6
γ
8.6 · 10−7
Table 2. Results for the fitting parameter

E.g. A complex case with a matrix size of M = 10000 will therefore take 5292 seconds (or 1.5 hours)
for the diagonalization in a single iteration (eq. 5). The given fitting parameters yield an average
accuracy of 16%.
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3. The WIEN2k application plugin
The plugin mainly consists of commands, jobs and certain tools. Since the concept of W2GRID is RPC
based, there must be stubs on both, the server-side as well as client-side, which must be provided for
the whole workflow as illustrated in Fig. 4 (will be discussed later). The demands on the plugin are
limited to a few basic tasks necessary for distributed computing: A fully automatic job-submission,
which involves the selection of the most suitable machine, the file-transfer, the remote job-start, an
intermediate file-transfer to update the local output-files and a proper cleanup when the job is finished.
Additionally the user shall have access to the ’runtime-proposals’ of each GridServer. The same data
will be used by the GridClient to decide on the optimal resource. If an already submitted job does
not yield the desired performance/results, there needs to be a reliable kill-method, which terminates
all processes, that were invoked remotely. Finally the plugin needs a convenient interface to view
status-data of the individual WIEN2k-calculations.
Invisible and inaccessible to the user, the GridServer has to employ heuristic methods for improving
the runtime-prediction (by adjusting g in eq. 6 using the obtained runtimes of each finished calculation). The k-point parallel scheme (right hand side of Fig.2) uses a file for the load-distribution on the
individual nodes (.machine), which will distribute the total number of k-points (coarse-grain parallelism) according to the individual weight given to a node. An adaptive load-distribution mechanism
allows to react to changing load-situations and optimizes the resource-utilization by changing these
weight-numbers of the .machines-file.
3.1. GridClient
The selection of the optimal host is dominated by the total runtime, yet there are also contributions
from node- and memory-utilization as well as the estimated queueing time 7 . In order to find the best
host, the GridClient will first check static data such as the total memory and exclude those hosts,
which are not capable to run the job anyway. Then it will request a proposal for the runtime and other
job-submission related parameters as well as the intended load-distribution (k-point parallelism).
• {wien.mkmachines}C allows to preview the parameter (number of nodes, total runtime),
which the GridClient uses to choose the optimal host from among all capable ones.
• {wien.exec}C submits a workflow (e.g. ’run lapw’) to the optimal host (The workflow is
illustrated on the left-hand side of Fig. 4). It will return a unique number (’slot IDC ’), which can
be used as argument for other commands. The command will write an empty file ’.w2gridlock’
to the CASE-directory. This file will not be removed unless the calculation is done, hence it
can be used to pause a larger workflow (see section 3.4.).
• {wien.list}C : If invoked without argument it will list all calculations in the database (running,
erroneous and finished). The ’slot IDC ’, returned by {wien.exec}C can be used to retrieve
informations from the database about a single calculation, see sample output in Fig. 3.
• {wien.check}C checks the remote process and synchronizes the files. It needs the ’slot IDC ’.
The command performs the same tasks as the respective job, which is generated automatically
by {wien.exec}C and runs in the background until the remote calculation is finished, but in
7 Waiting half an hour to run a minute-job on a busy cluster is not acceptable, but for a big job, which takes several
days the queuing-time will not matter.
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contrast the command can fetch real-time data immediately and on demand, whereas the job
will be invoked only in regular intervals with delays of 60-120 seconds in between.
• {wien.kill}C will terminate the process safely and clean up. It needs the ’slot IDC ’.
• {wien.clean}C removes calculations from the database. If invoked without parameters, it will
delete all finished and erroneous calculations and leave only the running ones.

>wien.list 31
#command took 0 seconds to complete
1 [0 running, 1 finished, 0 queued, 0 error]
[31] tio2 FINISHED
SERVER
:gescher
LOCAL DIR:/athena/hschweifer/lapw/tio2
SUBMITTED:19:52:24 24-08-2006
STARTED :19:52:40 24-08-2006
FINISHED :20:15:52 24-08-2006
END
:finished properly
Figure 3. A sample output of the command {wien.list}C

3.2. GridServer
The purpose of its stubs, which are shown on the right-hand side of Fig. 4 is to complement the
workflow of the GridClient. The input as well as the output is XML-formatted. All commands will
need the local resource-identifier (slot IDS ) to be supplied by the GridClient.
• {wien.exec}S starts a calculation. An additional flag will stop the processing before the actual
submission and return just a machines-file proposal for {wien.mkmachines}C.
• {wien.kill}S will properly terminate all invoked WIEN2k tasks.
• {wien.benchmark}S self-benchmarks the local binaries and adjusting g (see table 1).
3.3. Interplay of the command-stubs
Many individual commands on both daemons contribute to certain longer workflows. An example
is shown for the workflow, invoked by {wien.exec}C , which is shown in Fig. 4. It contains other
commands than the already explained WIEN2k-specific ones. These are covered in detail by the
usersguide [11].
1 Each calculation is written to a table and identified by a unique number, the ’slot IDC ’. The
entry contains a reference to the directory of the source-files and data about the job-name and
calculation parameters. Later the data are appended with the ID of the GridServer and the
current status-informations. The ’slot IDC ’ is a mandatory/optional argument for {wien.list}C ,
{wien.kill}C , {wien.check}C and {wien.clean}C .
2 A matchmaking process of the registered GridServers and the estimated memory-requirement
leaves only those hosts, which are capable of running the job. The GridClient will then extract
9

Figure 4. Workflow of {wien.exec}C : Interplay of GridServer and GridClient commands/jobs

all CASE-related calculation-parameters k, M, c, nat , nLM (see Table 1) and query all capable hosts in parallel. The GridServers employ the analytic performance model and generate a
proposal for a k-point distribution and the estimated total-runtime with respect to their given
load-situation. The GridClient ranks the individual proposals and takes the top-ranked Gridserver.
3 In order to identify the remote calculation, a resource has to be reserved. This resource, which
is referred to as ’slot’ is a database-entry, which contains some temporary data and a pointer to
a temporary directory. This ID, the remote ’slot IDS ’ is only used by the GridClient.
4 When all foreground tasks are done, the command will return the ’slot IDC ’ as an output to the
user. The workflow is continued in the background by the (previously created) ’job’. All output
generated by the ’job’ is written to the database and can be retrieved by the aid of {wien.list}C .
5 The file-names are fetched from ’migrate lapw’, transferred to the remote resource (’slot ID S ’),
then the calculation is started and the GridClient receives the corresponding ’job ID S ’ of the
GridServer background-process, which checks the calculation in regular intervals.
6 The following loop will monitor the ongoing calculation and care for the file-synchronisation.
The interval between each check-cycle depends on the configuration of the GridClient and is
usually in the range from 60-120 seconds.
7 Since the GridClient lacks the processID as well as the knowledge about the proper method, it
can not directly check the remotely running calculation. Instead it will rely on the status of the
’slot’ which is set accordingly by the GridServer 10 . This status can be IDLE, RUNNING,
FINISHED or ERROR and is frequently updated by the corresponding ’job’ (job ID S ). The
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files, which are transferred afterwards depend on the status of the slot. As long as the calculation
is RUNNING, only intermediate results will be fetched, whereas in the case of FINISHED or
ERROR, all output will be copied to the CASE-directory.
8 The optimization of the list of hosts depends on the performance model. The GridServer will
adaptively improve its correction factor (g in Table 1) to yield a better prediction. The list is
obtained by fetching the list of free resources (nodes) and iteratively improving the k-point
distribution until the runtime is optimal with respect to the given constraints 8 .
9 The GridServer uses its ’execution-plugin’ for submitting the calculation (’exec submit’) and
receives a local processID, which is stored as a string and will only be used locally. For retrieving the current state of the calculation, it will be supplied to an other plugin-function
(’exec existspid’).
10 The status of the remote-slot represents the state of the calculation (see above). The status is
set by the job, but it may happen, that this job fails to update the slot properly and quit too early
or even crash. Therefore the status of a slot only makes sense with a corresponding state of the
job, which must exist as long as the slot is RUNNING but has to be gone, once the slot-status
is either FINISHED or ERROR. Other combinations will be interpreted as INVALID. Their
treatment is up to the developer. In the scope of the implementation of the WIEN2k-plugin, this
leads to a cancellation of the server-side process if the situation has not changed after two more
check-cycles 6 .
3.4. Development of larger workflows
’Phonon-calculations’ or ’structure-optimizations’ [9, 17] will be composed of individual SCF-calculations
being run either sequentially or in parallel. Since the commandline-interface supports a batch mode
(-S flag) and because the application-plugin can invoke any of the existing WIEN2k-workflows, the
client-side commands can easily be integrated in C-shell scripts. A sample code for a structure optimization is provided in Fig. 5).
#!/bin/csh -f
foreach i (FePt3_vol_-3.0 FePt3_vol_0.0 FePt3_vol_3.0)
cp $i.struct FePt3.struct
set RPC = "wien.exec -program runsp_lapw -parameter ’-cc 0.001’"
gridclient.pl -S "$RPC"
while (-e .w2gridlock)
sleep 60
end
end
Figure 5. Code sample of a volume-optimization with W2GRID

4. Conclusion
The presented plugin is completely platform and job-submission independent and can be used without
individual adjustments on a set of Linux desktops a well as on larger clusters managed by queueing
8 The

minimum runtime of a single chunk of k-points is limited, as well as the total number of hosts and the maximum
CPU usage
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systems like PBS, LoadLeveller or SGE. Further, the WIEN2k executables can still be used without
W2GRID and its application plugin, since no essential modifications have been made to the source
code. Instead the plugin will only wrap the executables and serve as an extra feature to the material
science application. The advantage is a significantly shorter time for job-submission and a reduced
effort for its administration, because the user does not need to care about the computational details.
Especially if the distributed environment spans many desktops and several independent clusters, the
user can benefit from an automatic resource-selection and monitoring of several jobs at the same
time. Hence it greatly improves the resource-utilisation. Furthermore the local files are updated in
regular intervals during the runtime of a remote calculation, hence the user can treat the calculation as
’pseudo-local’ and analyze the output-files with the given tools of WIEN2k as usual and eventually
steer the calculation by modifying some input-files. The WIEN2k-plugin has an impact on the efficiency of the calculations, since it can automatically react to changing load-situations, which would
otherwise require constant monitoring by the user.

5. Future work
At present the plugin is subject to thorough tests. As soon as enough data become available (especially
from self-benchmarks of GridServers) improvements of the performance model are expected. So far
the adaptive load-distribution of the GridServer is not capable of adding new (idle) hosts at runtime.
Instead it only re-distributes k-points of the given list of hosts/nodes. In the future it is planned to
introduce a more sophisticated handling of the load-situation. Also it shall be possible to stop and
migrate a CASE to an other resource if this yields a better performance for the calculation. Larger
workflows are explored only as a proof of principle yet. An intensive use will most likely show up
weaknesses which may lead to new solutions.
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